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*Note- before attempting the question and answers you must check the link given below which will help you understand

the chapter thoroughly.

LINK :  https://youtu.be/f4eZADMN4gs 

The NCERT solutions are given below. You can download the solutions or if you do not have facility to get printout then 

you can ask your ward to copy the answers in a simple notebook and must do and learn the question and answers.

          NOTES

 This poem tells us about the poet's sweet memories of his childhood.

 The poet says that though the humidity in atmosphere is high and there is a feeling of thoughtful sadness ,the

gentle rain compensates it with the spirit of peace for the lonely night.The poet realizes how much joy and 

pleasure of sleep he can attain when his head presses against the soft pillow and he concludes the long day 

into a goodnight's rest.He can have a sound sleep like a small child in his cottage while listening to the gentle 

droplets of rain falling on his rooftop.

 Every raindrop that falls on the rooftop like a tinkle brings an echo in the poet's heart and he gets a thousand

fancies in his thoughts. Those beautiful memories weave a thread of fanciful thoughts while he could still listen

to the patter of the raindrops falling on his roof.

 While going through his memories,he remembers his mother. She used to admire her children when they were 

asleep. When the poet was in his early years,his mother would look at him and observe his innocence. All this 

moves in the poet's thoughts while he still listens to the refraining melody of the raindrops .

 Some memories are sweet and some bring sadness but the sound of raindrops is a bliss for the poet.

   CBSE Class 9 English Langauge and Literature
NCERT Solutions
Beehive Poem 03

Page No: 42 Thinking about the Poem
I. 1. What do the following phrases mean to you? Discuss in class.
(i) humid shadows

(ii) starry spheres

(iii) what a bliss

(iv) a thousand dreamy fancies into busy being start

(v) a thousand recollections weave their air-threads into woof

Ans: 1. (i) “Humid shadows” refer to the dark clouds that produce rain.

https://youtu.be/f4eZADMN4gs


(ii) “Starry spheres” refer to the night sky abounding with stars.

(iii) "What a bliss" refers to the happiness of the poet. When it rains, the poet gets into his cottage and enjoys the 

patter of rain upon the roof.

(iv) This refers to the various imaginary thoughts and fantasies that are aroused in the poet’s mind.

(v) This phrase means that numerous memories intermingle to form a beautiful picture that the poet recollects.

2. What does the poet like to do when it rains?

Ans: When it rains, the poet feels delighted to lie with his head pressed against the pillow of  his cottage chamber bed 

and listen to the patter of the soft rain.

3. What is the single major memory that comes to the poet? Who are the “darling dreamers” he refers to?

Ans: The single major memory that comes to the poet is that of his mother and her fond look.  The “darling dreamers” 

are the poet and his siblings in their childhood when they were lovingly put to sleep by their mother.

4. Is the poet now a child? Is his mother still alive?
Ans: No, the poet is not a child now. He is a grown up man. He remembers her when he is inside his cosy cottage and

enjoys the pattern of rain on the roof.

II. 1. When you were a young child, did your mother tuck you in, as the poet’s did? Ans: Yes, my mother used to tuck 

me in when I was a young child, just like the poet’s mother did. (Self-experience question)

2. Do you like rain? What do you do when it rains steadily or heavily as described in the poem?

Ans: Yes, I like rain. When it rains steadily I get into my house and enjoy the weather with  my family. We enjoy tea. It 

is a wonderful experience (self-experience question)

3. Does everybody have a cosy bed to lie in when it rains? Look around you and describe how different kinds of 

people or animals spend time, seek shelter etc. during rain.

Ans: No, everybody is not fortunate enough to have a cosy bed to lie in when it rains. Not everybody gets to enjoy the 

comfort of cosy homes during rain. I have seen animals seeking shelter under trees and under the tin roofs of the small 

roadside tea stalls. The people passing by shoo away these animals and try to shrink themselves under the limited 

space of these shops. The poor animals are left shivering and drenching on the roads. The shopkeepers of such stalls 

are delighted as the people waiting for the rain to subside often end up buying tea and snacks.



WORKSHEET 6

Read the following passages and answer the questions:

(i) “When the humid shadows hover Over 

all the starry spheres And the 

melancholy darkness Gently weeps in 

rainy tears,”

a. What do you understand by humid shadow?

b. Give synonym for ‘melancholy’.

c. Who gently weeps in rainy tears?

d. What are the 'starry spheres'?

(ii) “Every tinkle on the shingles Has an 

echo in the heart;

And a thousand dreamy fancies Into busy

being start,”

a. What are shingles?

b. What echoes in the heart?

c. Explain ‘fancies’.

d. What is the rhyming scheme of the stanza?

(iii) What does the poet dream about?

(iv) Why does the poet say, ‘echo in the heart’?

(v) Identify and explain the figure of speech used in the line ‘into busy being start’?

(vi) Who is the poet of the poem ‘Rain on the Roof’? What is the poet trying to convey through the poem?

(vii)What thoughts does he have about his mother?

(viii) Why does the post say, ‘list to the refrain’?

(ix) When the soft rain falls on the roof, have you ever listened to it? Explain your experience. (100 

words)

(x) What are the childhood fancies that the poet talks about in the poem? (100 words)



ANSWERS

(i)  a.    Humid shadow refers to the dark clouds in the sky.

                 b.   The synonym for ‘melancholy’ is ‘sad’ or ‘gloomy’.

                 c.    The clouds gently weep in rainy tears.

                 d.   The starry spheres are the night sky.

(ii)     a.   Shingles are rectangular or square stone tiles on the roof.

              b.   The sound of falling rain on the roof echoes in the heart.

F c.   ‘Fancies’ means imagination or dreamy thoughts.

F d.   The rhyming scheme of the stanza is ‘a b c b’.

(iii)  The poet dreams about the memories of his childhood when his mother used to put him in the bed when it rained.

He fondly remembers those moments of life.

(iv)  The poet says that the sound of falling drops of rain ‘echo in the heart’ as they leave a lasting and soothing 

impression.

 (v)  The figure of speech used in the line ‘into busy being start’ is alliteration. Alliteration is a figure of speech in 

which two words in a line begin with same alphabet or have a same alphabetic sound.

 (vi)  Coates Kinney is the poet of the poem ‘Rain on the Roof’. Through this poem the poet is trying to convey his love 

for the sound of falling rain drops on the roof and his memories connected to it.

(vii)   He remembers his mother and her tender love as to how she used to put him to bed and fondly comforts him 

before going to leave him to sleep and have sweet dreams .

(viii)   The poet says, ‘list to the refrain’ to express his fondness for the music of the rain on the roof. A refrain is a 

repetition of same line or two lines or lines conveying the same meaning at the end of each stanza. He shortened the 

word ‘listen to list’ to give it a poetic expression.

(ix)   Yes, when the soft rain falls on the roof I have often listened to it. It’s really enchanting to listen to the sound of the 

drops. The pitter patter sound of the falling droplets brings in a soothing effect. It reminds of the sound made by a 

leaking tap when the drops of water fall one by one after a short time in the bucket containing a little water. The sound 

of these drops keeps changing in scale like the rhythm of a song.These variations tell us that nature too likes music and 

has an orchestra of its own.

  (x)  The poet talks about his childhood fancies in the poem. He reminisces the time when his mother used to put him in 

the bed during a rainy night. He remembers the cozy touch of the pillow in his small cottage bed, where he listened to 

the sound of the falling drops on the roof while lying down. He remembers the touch of his mother when she made him 

sleep and wished him sweet dreams before retiring to bed. On seeing the hovering clouds in the starry sky, he feels that 

the clouds express their gloom by weeping in the form of falling rain.




